
Widespread Refusal to comply with numerous PUBLIC RECORDS requests

For example, I made a Chapter 119 Public Records request for audio records (conversation with a dispatcher 
who told me to call IA), which would show that my phone was not 'blocked' from calling police until only 
**after** I called the IA Sergeant -which I did because I was told to do so -and which I had a right to do; Thus 
my phone was blocked not for harassing phone calls, but rather whistle-blower retaliation. -- LPD has a rich 
history of denial of Ch.119 Public Records request, mentioned in local news reports, but a small sliver of such 
denials is mentioned in chapter IV. (pp. 6-9) of this official report to the FDLE:

LOCAL copy: /FDLE-REPORT-Word97-2003.pdf
http://gordonwatts.com/LPD/FDLE-REPORT-Word97-2003.pdf 
http://gordonwaynewatts.com/LPD/FDLE-REPORT-Word97-2003.pdf 

The violations are so numerous that they would boggle your mind were I to aspire to include them all, but 
before I address the more serious violations (those done on purpose), let me share one small example that may 
very well have been an oversight due to human error -a genuine accident:

LOCAL copy: /MiscCh119Contradictions.pdf
http://gordonwaynewatts.com/LPD/MiscCh119Contradictions.pdf 
or: http://gordonwatts.com/LPD/MiscCh119Contradictions.pdf 

The one that stands out above the rest was this one: Since it was pretty specific, the repeated refusal was not a 
mere accident, and since it carried incriminating evidence, it may have been purposefully denied. (After one 
records request on my –part see point #2 above –turned up damning evidence of perjury, I fear it gave the Police 
Department quite a scare, and they were, reluctant to grant me any future request that might be a repeat of that.)

Wed. 25 October 2006 – Request – pretty specific:
LOCAL copy: /Ch119-req.pdf 
http://gordonwatts.com/LPD/Ch119-req.pdf 
http://gordonwaynewatts.com/LPD/Ch119-req.pdf 

27 Oct 2006 – Denial – unless I fork over $2,000.oo – which effectively amounts to a denial of rights:
LOCAL copy: /ch119-denial.pdf
http://gordonwatts.com/LPD/ch119-denial.pdf 
http://gordonwaynewatts.com/LPD/ch119-denial.pdf 

ROUND II – I make a ch.119 requests again:

Dec. 18, 2006: /Another-119-Request.pdf
http://gordonwatts.com/LPD/Another-119-Request.pdf 
http://gordonwaynewatts.com/LPD/Another-119-Request.pdf 

Dec. 21, 2006: /Another-119-Reply.pdf
http://gordonwatts.com/LPD/Another-119-Reply.pdf 
http://gordonwaynewatts.com/LPD/Another-119-Reply.pdf 

(Page 2, point 3, I ask for that particular audio record -and not for any unreasonable $2,000.oo fee; I explain 
why I think he is just blowing smoke in his claim that he has technical difficulties: They had caller ID to block 
my phone, so why not to locate the record in question? He lied.)
Jan. 9, 2007, acknowledging my Dec. 18 & 21, 2006 requests, LPD, staff attorney, Roger A. Mallory, denies my 
main request – again: /AnotherEvenWorse119Answer.pdf

http://gordonwatts.com/LPD/AnotherEvenWorse119Answer.pdf 
http://gordonwaynewatts.com/LPD/AnotherEvenWorse119Answer.pdf 

http://gordonwaynewatts.com/LPD/AnotherEvenWorse119Answer.pdf
http://gordonwatts.com/LPD/AnotherEvenWorse119Answer.pdf
file:///AnotherEvenWorse119Answer.pdf
http://gordonwaynewatts.com/LPD/Another-119-Reply.pdf
http://gordonwatts.com/LPD/Another-119-Reply.pdf
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http://gordonwatts.com/LPD/Another-119-Request.pdf
http://gordonwaynewatts.com/LPD/ch119-denial.pdf
http://gordonwatts.com/LPD/ch119-denial.pdf
http://gordonwaynewatts.com/LPD/Ch119-req.pdf
http://gordonwatts.com/LPD/Ch119-req.pdf
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http://gordonwatts.com/LPD/MiscCh119Contradictions.pdf
http://gordonwaynewatts.com/LPD/MiscCh119Contradictions.pdf
http://gordonwaynewatts.com/LPD/FDLE-REPORT-Word97-2003.pdf
http://gordonwatts.com/LPD/FDLE-REPORT-Word97-2003.pdf


I give up – for the time being, since I am not getting anywhere.


